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Directors of Christian Education (DCEs) have served congregations of The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod (LCMS) 
since the early 1900s.  Trained as synodical teachers, these individuals assumed DCE-type positions when the school 
they were serving went out of existence or their particular interest and gifts matched a vital need in another area of 
the congregation’s ministry, particularly music, Sunday school, and confirmation.   
 
It wasn’t until the summer of 1959, at its convention in San Francisco, that the LCMS officially encouraged its 
congregations to consider calling a DCE.  One year later a Concordia College graduate from River Forest became the 
first DCE to be called through the synodical placement system (Grace Lutheran Church in Tulsa, Oklahoma, called Neal 
Rabe).  Two years later another synodical convention resolution formally recommended that Concordia College, River 
Forest, Illinois, and Concordia College, Seward, Nebraska, begin to train DCEs.  Seven years later, Concordia College, St. 
Paul, Minnesota, joined the effort but chose to have their DCE graduates not be trained as a classroom teacher. 
 
Once these three colleges began to market their new programs, and place their graduates into DCE positions, young 
people around the synod began to experience first- hand the winsome and talented people doing DCE ministry.  
Suddenly, there was an upsurge of interest in this new “profession” that resulted in a host of questions emerging from 
various sectors of the church. Some of these questions came from the parents of perspective students, others were 
from congregations who wanted to call a DCE, while still others came from college administrators and teachers who 
were now facing demands for curriculum updates and additional faculty.  Most of these questions involved DCEs 
serving in congregations, many of whom had large parochial schools.  Ironically, some of the most telling questions 
were from the very people who were giving this new career a name and a face. 
 

Questions Begin to Morph into Myths 
A number of the more common questions soon morphed into inaccurate, and sometimes detrimental, myths about 
this relatively new ministry.  For example, the question “Are most DCEs in their 20s?” became “Most DCEs are, indeed, 
in their 20s.”  Other questions that turned into myths included: 
 

1. Are all DCEs youth workers?   
 Became: Youth ministry is the essence of DCE ministry. 

2. Do DCEs lose their effectiveness once they are in their 30s?  
 Became: Once a DCE turns 30 and can’t “run with the kids,” congregations look for someone younger. 

3. Is this a viable career for women?   
 Became:  Very few female DCEs serve in a congregation beyond 3-5 years. 

4. Are there any women serving as a DCE while still raising a young family?   
 Became:  Once a female DCE gets married and has a family, she leaves paid congregational ministry. 

5. Is this a short-term career with a ladder leading to bigger and better positions?   
 Became:  The good DCEs go on to “bigger and better” positions after 7-10 years. 

6. How many hours does the typical DCE work in a given week? 
Became:  Single DCEs work 70 hour weeks because they don’t have a family. 

7. Are all DCEs trained both as a DCE and as a classroom teacher? 
Became:  Dual-certified DCEs shift into the classroom after 3-5 years in congregational ministry. 

8. Don’t all male DCEs end up going to the seminary to become a pastor?   
 Became:  Male DCEs are “pastoral want-to-bes” who eventually go to the seminary. 

9. Do those female DCEs who resign to start a family ever return to DCE ministry?  
Became: Once a female DCE resigns to start a family she will rarely, if ever, return to congregational ministry. 

10. Are there any DCEs who are in their 50s and 60s?   
 Became:  DCE ministry is a young person’s “gig.” 

11. Has anyone made a lifetime career out of being a DCE or has anyone retired while serving in a DCE position?    
 Became:  DCE ministry isn’t really a life-long career. 

12. Is there a typical career path for DCEs?   
 Became:  DCEs are such a unique breed there’s nothing typical about any of them. 

 
Like most myths, they contained a “grain of truth,” which could be instructive or could also mislead and confuse. 
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A Way to Address the Myths and other Questions about DCE Ministry 
Fast forward 30 years.  In 2008, there were some 615 certified DCEs serving congregations of the LCMS.  A growing 
number of DCEs had congregation-based careers of 30 years or more.  There was finally enough history to begin to 
address the myths of the 1970s and 1980s.  
 
One way to do this was to study the career paths of the individuals who had been certified as a DCE.  At the instigation 
and encouragement of veteran DCEs, just such a project was undertaken in the winter of 2007. In this way,  
• Prospective students and their parents could get honest answers about the promise/pain of DCE ministry; 
• Professors would have current, accurate career information to help shape the identity of their students; 
• Congregational staff colleagues and lay leaders would have up-to-date data regarding DCE career paths; 
• DCEs who wanted understandable “big picture” information about their profession would have it in order to  

address their own and other’s opinions, misperceptions and questions; and 
• DCEs and their families could more fully understand the kind of promise their career might have when confronting 

calls and other decisions; 
 

Brief History of the DCE Career Path Project 
As a result, after various individual attempts to begin work on the DCE’s career path did not gain traction, the DCE 
Summit, meeting in St. Louis in February 2007, urged that this project be undertaken by a team of veteran DCEs (listed 
at the conclusion of this monograph).   Dr. Jack Giles, Mission Facilitator for the Northern Illinois District of The 
Lutheran Church—Missouri Synod, was asked to serve as convener.  Dr. William Karpenko was identified as the 
project’s lead researcher.  Once sufficient monies had been gathered, the conceptualization of the three phase project 
began (see the back page of this monograph for a “Snapshot” of Phase I of the Project). 
 
Project Purpose 
“The purpose of the Project is to determine the predominant career paths for certified DCEs in the LCMS and 
communicate to the church the results of this study (adopted: April 3, 2007; revised July 12, 2007).”  
 
Phase I Organizing Methodology 
The initial phase of this project used a Zoomerang survey of 162 items to gather career path information on all 
certified DCEs who had obtainable internet addresses (1,183 out of 1,753 certified DCEs were sent the survey). 
 
Caveats 
1. When reviewing the data related to the 769 career paths of certified DCEs, it is vital to keep in mind that some of 

the paths were more expansive or complicated than the available patterns and types and, thus, did not fit as 
neatly as one might like. 

2. While this report was primarily a quantitative study, it was not designed to generate statistically significant 
results. 

3. The findings of this report were based upon self-report data that was subject to the frailties of human perception 
and memory. 

4. Since this report presented a “point-in-time-snap-shot” of some 769 career paths, their patterns and types have in 
some cases continued to shift as decisions were made about calls, congregational and family needs, and the 
ongoing challenges of professional life. 

 
Kinds of Information Gathered 
Four kinds of information were gathered (chart 1 below): 

• Basic demographics of 802 certified DCEs;  
• Career path information of 769 certified DCEs; 
• Experiences (792 certified DCEs) and practices (712) that impacted a DCE’s career path; and 
• DCEs’ perspectives on various career issues (number of respondents ranging from 234 to 779).   

 
This information became available in two basic forms: the entire population of 801 certified DCEs and by the eight 
status categories designated in the DCE Directory 2008 (congregational DCE, non-congregational DCE, pastor, 
teacher/principal, other commissioned minister, those on candidate status, those no longer on the roster, and those 
who were retired). 
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Chart 1 – Pictures of the Kinds of Information Gathered on the Certified DCEs  
Who Participated in Phase I of the DCE Career Path Project 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  

Picture One -- Basic Demographic Information 
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Picture Two -- Career Path Information 
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Understandings Undergirding the Findings 
1. Given that DCE training programs were designed to equip individuals for ministry in congregations of the synod, 

this study used an individual’s service as a congregational DCE as the focus of this study (In providing this frame of 
reference, there was no intention to disregard or downplay any other form of professional service that certified 
DCEs did either inside or outside of the LCMS). 

2. When describing findings and conclusions in this monograph, it was understood that references to DCEs meant 
certified DCEs who participated in this project. 

3. Given the high percentage of responses by certified DCEs in this survey, the findings of the total group of 
respondents were generalized to the entire population of 1,753 certified DCEs (2008 total). 

4. Four terms were used to address the primary question of this project:  “What are the predominant DCE career 
paths for certified DCEs of the LCMS?”  They were: 

• Predominant macro (10% or more of the total career path population of 769); 
• Predominant micro (5% to 9% of the total career path population of 769); 
• Macro (10% or more of the total population of one of the eight status category); and  
• Micro (5% to 9% of the total population of one of the eight status category). 

 

A Look at the Key Questions Posed in the Survey 
There were 13 primary questions addressed in Phase I of this project.  While one of the key questions focused on 
myths in DCE ministry, twelve zeroed in on other important kinds of information. 
 
1. In What Kinds of Professional Settings Did Certified DCEs Serve? 

When examining the career paths of 769 certified DCEs, 1,253 settings were identified, many of which were 
similar in nature.  Three-quarters of the most frequently named settings were in just three locations: 

LCMS Congregation: 702/56% 
Business and industry setting: 141/11% 

LCMS K-8 school: 129/10% 
 
It should be noted that the maximum number of settings that could be reflected during each DCE’s career path was 
three even if, in select cases, his or her career spanned five or six different settings. 
 

Chart 2 – Professional Settings of LCMS Certified DCEs in the Phase I Survey (n = 1,253) 

56%

11%

10%

3%

3%

2%

2%
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2% 1%
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LCMS Congregation-702 Business/industry-141 LCMS K-8 school-129 LCMS College/University-34
Public K-8 school-34 LCMS Camp-27 LCMS District/national-26 LCMS secondary school-22
LCMS overseas missions-21 Congregation-18 Social services agency-18 Public service-16
Para-church office-14 LCMS social services-13 Public/private college/university 8 LCMS early childhood center 7
LCMS special settings (CPH)-6 Campus ministry center-6 Military base chapel-4 College/university-3
LCMS Seminary-1 Preschool center-1 Retreat center-1 Regional/national office-1
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2. What Kind of a Demographic Profile did the 802 Certified DCEs Reflect? 
Those certified DCEs who responded to the Phase I survey were: 

 
More likely to … Less likely to 

• Be Caucasian (98%),  
• 30 years or older (81%),  
• In their first marriage (77%),  
• Still serving in a rostered ministry of the LCMS (74%),  
• Certified as an undergraduate (69%), and 
• Male (61%). 

• Achieved a graduate degree (38%). 
• Been certified as a classroom teacher (37%),  
• Had a full-time work career prior to becoming a DCE 

(20%), and  
• Have been certified before 1980 (16%). 

 
Consider these additional “hidden nuggets” within this demographic picture of certified DCEs: 

1. Certified DCEs in this study were more likely to be in their 40s, 50s, and 60s (57%) than in their 20s and 30s 
(43%).  As noted above, eighty-one percent were 30 years or older.  

2. Sixty-seven (8%) of the DCEs in this study were 60 or older, 25 of whom were still serving. 

3. The gender split of this survey (61% male) served as a reminder of the early years of DCE ministry (1970s) when 
75% of those certified were male.  In 2008, the percent of certified men was only 54%. 

4. Fifteen percent (117) of the certified DCEs in this study were never married. 

5. All but three percent (25) of certified DCEs served in the public ministry of the synod.  

6. All but nine percent (67) of the certified DCEs in this study served in the DCE ministry of the Synod. 

7. While the majority of certified DCEs graduated from an undergraduate program, twenty-nine percent 
graduated from one of three other paths: A one-time field certification process (90/11%), a post-bachelors 
certification program (90/11%), or a DCE colloquy program (57/7%). 

8. The vast number of certified DCEs obtained their graduate degrees in six areas of study:  Master of Divinity, 
Family Life Ministry, Theology, Counseling, Educational Administration, and Parish Education. 

9. The twenty percent, who had a full-time work career prior to training as a DCE, emerged primarily from six 
types of careers:  public school teacher, retail salesman, insurance salesman, social services position, Lutheran 
school teacher, and a unspecified business career. 

 
A Deeper Look by the Eight Status Categories of Certified DCEs 

1. The only status category in which females were in the majority (56%) was certified DCEs no longer on the 
roster of the synod while retired DCEs had the highest percentage of males (91%). 

2. Certified DCEs serving as congregational DCEs or who were no longer on the roster of the synod had the 
highest percentages of 20-29 year old DCEs (28% and 22% respectively). 

3. Congregational DCEs had the highest percentage of individuals who had never married (21%). 
4. The highest percentage of certified DCEs who had been divorced was those on CRM status and those who 

were no longer on the roster of the synod (14% and 11% respectively). 
5. The highest percentage of LCMS teacher-trained DCEs was retired DCEs (86%) while the lowest  was 

congregational DCEs (24%) and those no longer on the roster of the synod (29%). 
6. Certified female DCEs who were currently not serving as congregational DCEs were more likely to be on 

candidate status or not on the roster of the LCMS.  On the other hand, certified male DCEs not serving as 
congregational DCEs appeared to have more roster-related options, i.e., pastoral ministry or non-
congregational positions like university and district positions. 

7. Non-congregational and retired certified DCEs had the highest percentage of 20 years or more service as a 
congregational DCE (26% and 34% respectively). 

  
3. What Myths Did Phase I of the Project Address and Answer? 

Information surfaced regarding seven of the more common myths, some of which were mentioned earlier (These 
seven myths originally appeared in the article “DCE Career Path Project:  A Snapshot of How LCMS Certified DCEs 
Have Chosen to Serve” from the Summer 2009 issue of Shaping The Future). 
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Male DCEs and the Pastoral Ministry 

Question: Don’t all male DCEs end up becoming pastors? 

Myth: Male DCEs are “pastor wannabe’s” and eventually head to the seminary. 

Survey found: Seventy-five of the 491 males in the survey were pastors (15%) 

Longevity of Female DCEs 

Question: Is DCE ministry in a congregation a viable long-term career for women? 

Myth: Very few women serve beyond 3-5 years; 

Survey found: 
Out of 291 female certified DCEs, three were still serving in congregational ministry after 30 
years; 17 others after 20 years; and another 84 after 10 years. 

Raising a Family while serving as a Congregational DCE 

Question: Are there any female DCEs who still serve while raising a young family? 

Myth: Once a female DCE gets married and has a family, she leaves paid congregational ministry. 

Survey found: 
Thirty-one percent (52) of the 170 female congregational DCEs in this survey had raised or 
were raising a young family while serving a parish. 

DCEs over 50 years old serving a congregation 

Question: Are there any congregational DCEs who are in their 50s and 60s? 

Myth: DCE ministry is a young person’s career 

Survey found: 
Forty-three percent of congregational DCEs were 40 years or older; Twenty-one percent were 
50 years or older. 

A Career Ladder for congregational DCEs 

Question: Is there a career ladder in DCE ministry? 

Myth: All “good” DCEs leave the parish and go on to “bigger and better things.” 

Survey found: 
Most certified DCEs (61%) believed that there was not a career ladder although some 
indicated that they held such a view when they were younger. 

Reasons for Leaving DCE Ministry 

Question: Why do DCE leave congregational ministry? 

Myth: 
Certified DCEs leave congregational ministry because of “push themes,” such as staff conflict, 
incompetence, congregational pressure or burnout. 

Survey found: 
Most DCEs left because of “pull themes” like feeling called to another ministry or desiring to 
pursue graduate study. 

DCE Ministry as a long-term career 

Question: Has any certified DCE spent his or her entire career in congregational ministry? 

Myth: A few make it as far as 20 years but that’s about it. 

Survey found: 
Over 135 certified DCEs (16%) had served for 20 years or more.  Fifty-five of that number had 
spent their entire career in congregational ministry.  One reached 40 years in the summer of 
2009 and a handful of other DCEs will potentially get there in two years. 

 
4. What Kind of a Demographic Career Path Profile Emerged from the Survey? 

Each participant in the Phase I survey was invited to describe their career path.  There were 769 certified DCEs 
(96%) who offered a career path.  A number of interesting demographics emerged:   
1. The average age of 486 certified DCEs (63%) was 49 years. 
2. Two-thirds (66%) of certified DCEs began their church work career as a congregational DCE.  
3. When describing their career path, sixty-four percent of the certified DCEs indicated that they had 

experienced a major personal or professional crisis.  Examples of crises included burnout, staff conflict, 
congregational budget issues, and vocational re-consideration.  

4. The impact of these crises resulted in eighty percent of these certified DCEs leaving their congregational 
setting either for a new parish, another kind of public ministry or a non-church-related position.  

5. Five percent of certified DCEs were still serving the initial congregation in which they were placed (The 
longest tenure was Bob Ewell who began serving Christ Lutheran in Lincoln, Nebraska in 1969).  

6. Five percent of the certified DCEs were married to one another. 
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7. Nineteen percent of the certified DCEs remained at, or returned to, their DCE intern site. 
A Deeper Look at the Eight Status Categories of Certified DCEs 

1. As might be expected, congregational DCEs reflected the highest percentage (93%) of certified DCEs who 
began their career in a parish while retired DCEs had the lowest percentage (27%). 

2. Sixty-one percent of the congregational DCEs in this study had spent their entire church work career in a 
parish setting. 

3. The highest percentage of certified female DCEs, who had continued working in a professional congregational 
capacity while raising a family, were individuals on candidate status (69%) and those serving as 
congregational DCEs (31%). 

4. A majority of certified DCEs in all eight of the status categories indicated that they had experienced some 
kind of crisis during their career as a congregational DCE. 

5. The highest percentage of certified DCEs who experienced a crisis as a congregational DCE was those on 
candidate status (78%) while non-congregational DCEs had the lowest percentage (51%). 

6. The highest percentage of certified DCEs (14%) who were married to another certified DCE were serving as a 
LCMS teacher or principal.  

7. Just over one-third of congregational DCEs (36%) remained at or returned to their intern site.  
 

Table 1 – Summation of Career Path Demographics of Certified DCEs by the Eight Status Categories 
Percentages and averages of the far right column were derived from the total number of 769.  

Percentages and averages of the eight status categories were derived from the number for that sub-grouping 
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Total Number  381 51 69 51 24 41 111 41 769 

Submitted Career Path 98% 91% 99% 91% 100% 98% 90% 98% 96% 

Average Age 39.9 48.1 51.6 48.3 47.0 45.0 43.3 70.5 49.21 

Career Phases 4.2 4.6 6.4 5.3 5.0 5.4 4.2 7.1 5.28 

Career Prior to DCE 18% 32% 33% 18% 17% 21% 15% 33% 23.37% 

Launched as DCE 93% 84% 65% 53% 54% 76% 69% 29% 66.00% 

Stepped Out 19% 30% 100% 100% 33% 100% 100% 39% 65.12% 

Returned as DCE 96% 27% 0% 8%  21% 14% 4%  0% 21.25% 

Working Female DCE 
with Family 

31% 14%  39% 38% 69% 6% 0% 28.14% 

Major Crisis  61% 51% 57% 75% 63% 78% 61% 67% 64.13% 

Left Setting  53% 87% 85% 61% 80% 96% 98% 78% 79.75% 

Still Serving Initial 
Congregation  

37% 0% 0% 2% 4% 0% 0% 0% 5.38% 

Lifelong Congregational 
DCE  

61% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 7.63% 

Years as Congregational 
DCE 20 + 

23% 26% 10% 4% 17% 10% 4% 34% 16.00% 

Years as Congregational 
DCE 30 + 

7% 2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 7% 2.13% 

Married to DCE  3% 6% 2% 14% 2% 5% 6% 0% 4.75% 

Stayed after interning 36% 19% 17% 28% 21% 20% 10% 0% 18.88% 
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5. What were the predominant (at least 10% of the 769) career paths patterns of certified DCEs? 
On the basis of the 769 career paths that were submitted by certified DCEs, sixteen career path patterns were 
created.  Each pattern attempted to address the questions, “How did this certified DCE begin his or her 
professional career?” “Was it in a church-related ministry or was it in a non-church-related ministry?”  If the DCE’s 
ministry began in a church-related ministry “Was it as a congregational DCE or as some other kind of church 
worker?”  

 
Note: When appearing in the findings below, the 16 career path patterns were set off by single quotation marks. 

1. Among certified DCEs in this study, there were two predominant macro career path patterns: ‘Congregational 
DCE only’ (31%) and ‘Congregational DCE and one or more other church-related positions’ (16%).  

2. The two predominant macro and seven predominant micro career paths (5-9% of the 769 certified DCEs) 
reflected 89% of the certified DCEs in this study. 

3. The career path pattern that reflected the least number of certified DCEs was ‘One or more other non-
church-related positions’ (5/1%).  

4. Male certified DCEs reflected two predominant career path patterns: ‘Congregational DCE only’ (18%) and 
‘Congregational DCE and one or more other church-related positions’ (11%), and female certified DCEs 
reflected one of the two predominant career path patterns: ‘Congregational DCE only’ (13%). 

5. Overall, certified DCEs began their careers in three major ways:  congregational DCE (57%), one or more other 
church-related positions (21%), or one or more non-church-related positions (16%). 

6. Certified male and female DCEs began their career in much the same ways: congregational DCE (male: 55%, 
female: 58%), one or more other church-related positions (male: 23%, female: 14%), or one or more non-
church-related positions (male: 16%, female: 17%). 

 
A Deeper Look at the Eight Status Categories of Certified DCEs 

1. Congregational DCE was the only status category that evidenced a predominant macro career path pattern 
(10% or more of the 769 career paths): ‘Congregational DCE only’ (30%) and a micro career path pattern (5% to 
9% of the 769):  ‘One or more non-church-work-related position and congregational DCE’ (7%). 

2. Among the 16 career path patterns, three were reflected in all eight of the certified DCE status categories:  
a. ‘Congregational DCE and one or more other church-related positions;’  
b. ‘One or more other church-related positions, congregational DCE, and one or more other church-related 

positions;’ and  
c. ‘One or more other non-church-related positions, congregational DCEs, and one or more other church-

related positions.’ 

3. Within each of the eight status categories, the following career path patterns emerged with the highest 
percentage of certified DCEs: 

 
Table 2 – The Career Path Patterns with the Highest Percentage of Certified DCEs by Status Category 

Status Category Career Path Pattern 

Congregational DCE  ‘Congregational DCE only’ (61%) 

Non-congregational DCE ‘Congregational DCE and one or more other church-related positions’ (37%) 

Pastor ‘Congregational DCE and one or more other church-related positions’ (39%) 

Teacher/principal ‘Congregational DCE and one or more other church-related positions’ (35%) 

Other Commissioned Minister ‘Congregational DCE and one or more other church-related positions’ (42%) 

Candidate status ‘Career path interlude’ (37%) 

Not on roster ‘Congregational DCE and one or more non-church-related positions’ (22%) 

Retired ‘Congregational DCE and one or more other church-related positions’ (39%) 

 
4. Certified DCEs no longer on the roster of synod had the most diffuse set of career path patterns (14) while DCEs 

who became pastors had the most similar (4 paths = 91% of the pastoral patterns). 

5. Substantially more than any other status categories, congregational DCEs appeared to come into DCE ministry 
from a non-church-related position (18% vs. 4% for those other commissioned ministers). 
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Chart 3 – Summary of Career Path Patterns of Certified DCEs (n = 769) 

 
 
 
6. What were the predominant Global Career Paths Types of DCEs (at least 10% of the 769 

certified DCEs)? 
The 769 certified DCE career paths were also organized by types: global and specific.  The seven global types 
included the following:   
• Congregational DCE only,  
• DCE and other congregational/school ministries,  
• DCE and other LCMS ministries,  
• DCE and non-LCMS ministries,  
• DCE and non-church profession,  
• DCE and interlude for personal/family priorities, and 
• Never served as a congregational DCE.  
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These global types were also built upon three questions, the starting point being, “Did this certified DCE serve as a 
congregational DCE?” If so, “Is this the only position s/he has served in?”  If not, “what other settings did s/he serve 
in?”  On the basis of these questions, a certified DCE’s career path was clustered under one of the seven global types.   
 
Note: When appearing in the findings below, the seven global career types were set off by single quotation marks. 

1. There were four predominant macro global DCE career path types (10% or more of the 769 career paths) which 
accounted for 82% of all certified DCEs who participated in this study:  
a. ‘Congregational DCE only;’ (31%) 
b. ‘DCE and other congregational / school ministries;’ (20%) 
c. ‘DCE and non-church profession;’ (18%) and 
d. ‘DCE and other LCMS ministries.' (13%) 

2. Those certified DCEs whose global career path type reflected service in a non-LCMS ministry had the lowest 
percentage (4%).  

3. The strongest predominant macro global type for both male and female certified DCEs was ‘Congregational 
DCEs only’ (28% and 35% respectively).   

4. The greatest percentage differences between male and female DCEs occurred in : ‘DCE and other 
congregational/school ministries’ (26% for men versus 11% for women) and ‘DCE and interlude for 
family/personal/professional concerns’ (3% for men versus 12% for women). 

 
Chart 4 – Summary of Global Career Path Types (n = 769) 

 
 
A Deeper Look at the Eight Status Categories of Certified DCEs 

1. There was only one predominant macro global career path type (10% or more of the 769 career paths) 
among the eight status categories: ‘Congregational DCE.’ 

2. Within each of the eight status categories, the following global career path types emerged with the highest 
percentage of certified DCEs: 
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Table 3 – The Global Career Path Types with the Highest Percentage of Certified DCEs by Status Category 

Status Category Global Career Path Type 

Congregational DCE  ‘Congregational DCE only’ (61%) 

Non-congregational DCE ‘DCE and other LCMS ministries’ (84%) 

Pastor ‘DCE and other congregational/school ministries’ (80%) 

Teacher/principal ‘DCE and other congregational/school ministries’ (55%) 

Other Commissioned Minister ‘DCE and other congregational/school ministries’ (67%) 

Candidate status ‘DCE and interlude for family/personal/professional concerns’ (37%) 

Not on roster ‘DCE and non-church profession’ (46%) 

Retired ‘DCE and other congregational/school ministries’ (44%) 

 
3. Within each of the seven global career path types, the following status categories emerged with the highest 

percentage of certified DCEs: 
 

Table 4 – The Status Category with the Highest Percentage of Certified DCEs by Global Career Path Type  

Global Career Path Type Status Category 

Congregational DCE only Congregational DCE (61%) 

DCE and other congregational/school ministries Pastor (80%) 

DCE and other LCMS ministries Non-congregational DCEs (84%) 

DCE and non-LCMS ministries Not on the roster (16%) 

DCE and non-church profession: Not on the roster (46%) 

DCE and interlude for family/personal/professional concerns Candidate status (37%) 

Never served as congregational DCE Teacher/Principal (29%) 

 
4. In all eight of the status categories, it was possible to capture two-thirds of respondents in just two of the 

global career path types.  
5. Certified DCEs on candidate status or who were serving as a congregational DCE had the most diffuse set of 

global career path types (6 of the 7) while non-congregational DCEs and pastors had the most similar global 
career path types (they were all captured in three types). 

6. The greatest percentage differences among the seven status categories between male and female certified 
DCEs  (pastors were excluded given that they were all male) within the global career path types were: 

 
Table 5 – Greatest Percentage Difference Among the Seven Status Categories  

Between Male & Female Certified DCEs by the Global Career Path Types 

Status Category Global Career Path Type 

Retired DCE (40% more males) ‘DCE and other congregational/school ministries’ 

Non-congregational DCEs (33% more males) ‘DCE and other LCMS ministries’ 

Other commissioned ministers (25% more males) ‘DCE and other congregational/school ministries’ 

Candidate status (22% more males) ‘DCE and non-church profession’ 

No longer on roster (10% more males) ‘Non-church profession’ 

Congregational DCE (9% more males) ‘Congregational DCE only’ 

Teacher/Principal (8% more males) ‘DCE and other LCMS ministries’ 

 
7. What were the predominant Specific Career Paths Types of DCEs (at least 10% of the 769 

certified DCEs)? 
The same 769 certified DCEs’ career paths formed the data base from which 165 specific career path types were 
identified.  Each of these specific types was housed in one of the seven global types.  Given the varying career 
paths of 769 certified DCEs, some served in only one kind of professional role (i.e., congregational DCE), others in 
two roles (i.e., congregational DCE and a business/industry position), and others yet in three roles (i.e., LCMS K-8 
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teacher, congregational DCE, and district/national executive).  For purposes of manageability this study did not 
extend specific career path types beyond three roles.   

 
Note:  When appearing in the findings below, the 165 specific career path types were set off by single quotation marks. 

1. Among the 165 specific career path types, 90 (55%) represented only one certified DCE. 

2. There were two predominant macro specific DCE career path types (10% or more of the 769 career paths):  
a. ‘Just launching as congregational DCEs’ – 1 to 3 years (10%); and 
b. ‘Short-term congregational DCE’ – 4 to 12 years (10%). 

3. Among the 769 certified DCEs, the five most prevalent specific career path types were: 
a. ‘Short-term congregational DCE’: 4-12 years of service (77/10%); 
b. ‘Just launching as a congregational DCE’: 1-3 years of service (73/10%); 
c. ‘DCE and business/industry position’ (63/8%); 
d. Mid-term congregational DCE’: 13-25 years of service (52/7%); and 
e. Long-term congregational DCE’: 26+ years of service (34/4%). 

4. There were five other specific career path types that combined to describe at least twenty-two percent of the 
careers of other certified DCEs: ‘Never served-other LCMS church-related work’ (34/4%), ‘DCE and pastor’ 
(24/3%), ‘DCE and K-8 teacher’ (22/3%), ‘DCE and family interlude’ (22/3%), and ‘DCE and non-rostered 
congregational position’ (13/2%). 

 
Chart 5 – Summary of the Ten Most Prevalent Specific Career Path Types of Certified DCEs (n = 769) 

 
 

5. Among the 769 certified DCEs, 40% of the specific career path types (298) involved only one kind of setting - 
i.e., ‘short-term congregational DCE’; 35% involved two settings (i.e., ‘DCE and K-8 teacher’); and 25% involved 
three settings. 

6. The greatest number of specific career path types (48) was clustered within the global career path type of ‘DCE 
and other congregational/school ministries’ while the lowest number was in ‘Congregational DCE only’ (4). 

7. Among the seven global career path types, the specific career path types that emerged with the highest 
percentage of certified DCEs were: 
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Table 6 – Specific Career Path Types with the Highest Percentage of Certified DCEs by Global Career Path Type 

Global Career Path Type Specific Career Path Type 

Congregational DCE only ‘Short-term congregational DCE’ (20%) 

DCE and other congregational/school ministries ‘DCE and pastor’ (35%) 

DCE and other LCMS ministries ‘DCE and LCMS university staff/educator’ (14%) 

DCE and non-LCMS ministries ‘DCE and Christian writer’ (3%) 

DCE and non-church profession: ‘DCE and business/industry position’ (15%) 

DCE and interlude for family / personal / 
professional concerns 

‘DCE and family interlude’ (10%) 

Never served as congregational DCE ‘Never served – other LCMS church-related work‘(13%) 

 
A Deeper Look at the Eight Status Categories for Certified DCEs 

1. Three of the four predominant macro and micro specific career path types were located in the 
‘Congregational DCE’ status category.  

2. Among the 165 specific career path types, none were reflected in all eight of the status categories.  Six status 
categories did reflect ‘Never served – other LCMS church-related work.’ 

3. Within each of the eight status categories, the following specific career path types emerged with the highest 
percentage of certified DCEs:  

 
Table 7 – Specific Career Path Types with the Highest Percentage of Certified DCEs by Status Categories 

Status Category Specific Career Path Type 

Congregational DCE ‘Short-term congregational DCE’ (20%) 

Non-congregational DCE ‘DCE and LCMS university staff/educator’ (14%) 

Pastor ‘DCE and pastor’ (35%) 

Teacher/principal ‘DCE and K-8 teacher’ (14%) 

Other Commissioned Minister ‘DCE and family life director’ (17%) 

Candidate status ‘DCE and business/industry position’ (15%) 

Not on roster ‘DCE and business/industry position’ (15%) 

Retired ‘DCE and K-8 teacher/principal’ (20%) 

 
8. What kind of professional and personal experiences had a major impact upon a DCE’s 

ministry?   
Certified DCEs in this study were asked to identify the level of impact that 29 professional and 13 personal 
experiences had upon their ministry.  There were 792 certified DCEs who responded to the 29 professional 
experiences and 789 who responded to the 13 personal experiences.  

  
Note:  When appearing in the findings below, the 29 professional and 13 person impact experiences were set off by 

single quotation marks. 

1. The five most impactful professional experiences that were noted by at least a majority of the certified DCEs 
in this survey included the following: 
a. ‘Team/staff relationships - positive’ (68%); 
b. ‘Senior pastor relationships - positive’ (67%); 
c. ‘Accepting a new position’ (66%); 
d. ‘Program or experience I created and/or led’ (58%); and 
e. ‘Daily devotional life’ (55%). 

2. It should also be noted that at least one-third of the certified DCEs indicated that the mirror opposite – 
negative team/staff relationship and negative senior pastor relationships – also impacted them. (33% and 
38% respectively) 
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3. The following five professional experiences did not appear to have a major impact on certified DCEs in this 
study: 
a. ‘Sabbatical’ (4%); 
b. ‘Synodical policy or direction’ (10%); 
c. ‘Position eliminated due to budget cuts’ (11%); 
d. ‘Position hindered by budget cuts’ (13%); and 
e. ‘Absence of a call’ (13%). 

4. Somewhat surprisingly, five other professional experiences that had only moderate impact were: 
a. ‘Loss of valued colleague or mentor’ (19%); 
b. ‘Impacted by emerging technology’ (26%); 
c. ‘Pastoral vacancy’ (30%);  
d. ‘Unclear position expectations’ (30%); and 
e. ‘Job salary & benefits’ (33%).  

 
Table 11 – Major Impact of Professional Experiences on Certified DCEs by the Eight Status Categories 

Percentages of the far right column were derived from the total number of 792 
 Other percentages are derived from the total career path number in that status category column. 

Identify those professional experiences that 
had a major impact on your ministry. 
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Number of responses 389 51 70 55 23 42 121 41 792 
1. Absence of call opportunities 8% 6% 11% 11% 9% 57% 20% 12% 13% 

2. Accepting a new position 66% 69% 70% 82% 70% 61% 48% 81% 66% 
3. Accountability group 28% 50% 27% 16% 22% 37% 15% 52% 28% 
4. Building construction project 20% 20% 26% 20% 31% 22% 11% 32% 20% 

5. Change in job focus 43% 64% 60% 60% 78% 39% 39% 73% 49% 
6. Conflict in the congregation / school 47% 42% 43% 54% 26% 54% 40% 37% 45% 

7. Daily devotional life 58% 59% 63% 47% 39% 50% 46% 53% 55% 
8. Declining a call 13% 21% 18% 18% 4% 12% 10% 12% 14% 
9. Engaging a coach or mentor 29% 32% 19% 14% 26% 18% 20% 27% 25% 

10. Formal continuing education experiences  49% 50% 53% 44% 65% 43% 32% 74% 48% 
11. Graduate education 29% 63% 68% 45% 47% 39% 31% 56% 39% 

12. Job salary & benefits 33% 39% 33% 38% 26% 32% 29% 30% 33% 
13. Loss of valued colleague or mentor 21% 29% 18% 13% 13% 9% 14% 27% 19% 
14. Pastoral vacancy 34% 33% 32% 27% 14% 19% 21% 36% 30% 

15. Position eliminated due to budget cuts 6% 12% 16% 22% 8% 25% 11% 24% 11% 
16. Position hindered by budget cuts 12% 12% 14% 24% 13% 22% 10% 18% 13% 
17. Professional leadership beyond church  42% 71% 21% 31% 43% 36% 33% 68% 41% 

18. Program or experience created and led 60% 62% 46% 49% 61% 62% 54% 78% 58% 
19. Pursuit of other career aspirations 16% 38% 37% 34% 30% 36% 56% 18% 28% 

20. Reached maximum influence  18% 28% 27% 25% 30% 22% 22% 30% 21% 
21. Sabbatical 3% 12% 6% 2% 4% 2% 2% 10% 4% 
22. Senior pastor relationships - negative 40% 30% 36% 46% 26% 49% 32% 29% 38% 

23. Senior pastor relationships - positive 74% 70% 53% 53% 74% 68% 49% 83% 67% 
24. Impacted by emerging technology 28% 40% 22% 24% 22% 39% 12% 27% 26% 

25. Impacted by a book/author/film 29% 38% 19% 6% 22% 24% 12% 27% 24% 
26. Synodical policy or direction 5% 18% 18% 6% 8% 20% 12% 15% 10% 
27. Team / staff relationships - negative 36% 32% 30% 30% 28% 43% 28% 29% 33% 

28. Team / staff relationships - positive 73% 75% 63% 66% 82% 64% 51% 81% 68% 
29. Unclear position expectations 31% 29% 26% 27% 8% 51% 30% 17% 30% 
30. Other  16% 24% 22% 24% 14% 16% 31% 39% 21% 
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5. The three most impactful personal experiences included the following: 
a. ‘Marriage’ (56%) 
b. ‘Birth of a child’ (46%) 
c. ‘Support of parents and spouse’ (45%) 

6. There were three personal experiences that did not appear to have a major impact on certified DCEs in this 
study: 
a. ‘Divorce or separated from spouse’ (4%) 
b. ‘Inadequate living arrangements’ (5%) 
c. ‘Special needs child’ (5%) 

A Deeper Look at the Eight Status Categories of Certified DCEs 
1.  Among the 29 professional experiences, the one that was in the top three for all eight status categories was 

‘Team/staff relationships-positive.’ 
2.  Within each of the eight status categories, the following professional experiences impacted the highest 

percentage of certified DCEs:   
 

Table 9 – Professional Experiences Impacting the Highest Percentage of Certified DCEs by Status Category 

Status Category Professional Experience 

Congregational DCE ‘Senior pastor relationships – positive’ (74%) 

Non-congregational DCE ‘Team/staff relationships – positive’ (75%) 

Pastor ‘Accepting a new position’ (70%) 

Teacher/principal ‘Accepting a new position’ (82%) 

Other Commissioned Minister ‘Team/staff relationships – positive’ (82%) 

Candidate status ‘Senior pastor relationships – positive’ (68%) 

Not on roster ‘Pursuit of other career aspirations’ (56%) 

Retired ‘Senior pastor relationships – positive’ (83%) 

3. Among the 10 most impactful professional experiences, the status categories that emerged with the highest 
percentage of certified DCEs: 
 

Table 10 – Ten Professional Experiences Impacting the Highest Percentage of Certified DCEs by Status Category 

Professional Experience Status Category 

‘Senior pastor relationships – positive’ Retired (83%) 

‘Accepting a new position’ Teacher/principal (82%) 

‘Staff/team relationships – positive’ Other Commissioned Ministers (82%) 

‘Change in job focus’  Other Commissioned Ministers (78%) 

‘Program or experience I created or led’  Retired (78%) 

‘Formal continuing education experiences’ Retired (74%) 

‘Professional leadership beyond the church’ Non-congregational DCE (71%) 

‘Graduate Education’ Pastors (68%) 

‘Daily devotional life’   Pastors (63%) 

‘Absence of call opportunities’  Candidate status (57%) 

4. Those certified DCEs on candidate status appeared to be the most heavily impacted by negative professional 
experiences.  For example, they had the highest percentage among the eight status categories among 
‘Absence of call opportunities’ (57%), ‘Conflict in the congregation/school’ (54%), ‘Unclear position 
expectations’ (51%), ‘Senior pastor relationships – negative’ (49%), and ‘Team/staff relationships – negative 
(43%).  Conversely, the most positive appeared to be those certified DCEs who had retired.   

5.  Among the eight status categories, the professional experience that appeared to have the least impact was a 
‘Sabbatical’ (first or second highest percentage in all eight categories). 

6.  In addition to a ‘Sabbatical,’ the following professional experiences among each of the eight status 
categories, that were the least impactful among the highest percentage of certified DCEs were:  
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Table 11 – The Least Impactful Professional Experience on Certified DCEs by Status Category 

Status Category Professional Experience 

Congregational DCE ‘Position eliminated due to budget cuts’ (90%) 

Non-congregational DCE ‘Position eliminated due to budget cuts’ (89%) 

Pastor ‘Position eliminated due to budget cuts’ (82%) 

Teacher/principal ‘Synodical policy or direction’ (74%) 

Other Commissioned Minister ‘Synodical policy or direction’ (87%) 

Candidate status ‘Position eliminated due to budget cuts’ (74%) 

Not on roster ‘Position eliminated due to budget cuts’ (78%) 

Retired ‘Absence of call opportunities’ (76%) 

7. Among the 13 personal experiences, the one that had the greatest impact for all eight status categories, 
except for teacher/principal, was ‘Marriage.’ 

8. Among the three most impactful personal experiences, the status categories that emerged with the highest 
percentage of certified DCEs: 
a. ‘Marriage’ ............................................... Non-congregational DCE (65%); 
b. ‘Birth of a child’ ...................................... Teacher/principal (65%); 
c. ‘Support from parents/spouse’ .............. Retired (58%); 

9. Among the eight status categories, the personal experiences that appeared to have the least impact were 
‘Divorce or separated from spouse’ and ‘Special needs child’ (first or second highest percentage of least 
impact in all eight categories).  

 
9. Are there specific behaviors or practices that strengthen a person’s capacity to be a DCE? 

There were 20 practices or behaviors that at least 10% of some 712 certified DCEs indicated had strengthened 
their capacity to be DCE.  These various practices represented a distillation of the hundreds of offerings that the 
712 DCEs made, some of whom suggested 6-8 different behaviors.  It should also be noted that this list of 20 
behaviors was created out of the suggested behaviors of 362 congregational DCEs rather than all of the 712 
certified DCEs.   

 
Note: When appearing in the findings below, the 20 key practices or behaviors were set off by single quotation marks. 
 

1. The five practices or behaviors that appeared to strengthen a person’s capacity to be a DCE (Pastors, 
teachers/principals and other commissioned ministers were asked which practices  strengthened their capacity 
for ministry.) were: 
a. ‘Maintaining a consistent devotional and prayer life’ (45%); 
b. ‘Engaging in regular, open, collaborative communication with co-workers’ (32%); 
c. ‘Forging ties with local/regional DCEs for networking/sharing/supporting/learning’ (30%); 
d. ‘Stretching self through continuing education and professional conferences’ (29%); and 
e. ‘Engaging in consistent individual and/or small group Bible study’ (24%). 

2. Certified DCEs indicated that practices focused on relationships were important in their ministry.  For example:  
a. ‘Engaging in regular, open, collaborative communication with co-workers’ (32%); 
b. ‘Forging ties with local/regional DCEs for networking/sharing/supporting/learning’ (30%); 
c. ‘Seeking out coaches/mentors/counselors/accountability’ (22%);  
d. ‘Nurturing yet honest relationship with spouse and family’ (22%); and 
e. ‘Building relationships with parishioners based on listening, trust, and affirmation’ (20%) 

3. Similarly, another cluster of key practices among certified DCEs focused on the importance of continued 
growth and learning as experienced in: 
a. ‘‘Stretching self through continuing education and professional conferences’ (29%); 
b. ‘Engaging in consistent individual and/or small group Bible study’ (24%); and 
c. ‘Continuing to read books, journals, reports, and resource materials’ (14%). 
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4. A third cluster highlighted the importance of personal practices designed to strengthen the individual’s 
capacity to be a DCE:  
a. ‘Maintaining a consistent devotional and prayer life’ (45%); 
b. ‘Taking time for exercise/day off/vacation/personal steward’ (19%); 
c. ‘Taking time to reflect upon, question, and learn from good & bad experiences’ (16%); and 
d. ‘Participating regularly in worship, holy communion, and/or confessional and absolution’ (16%). 

5. An additional cluster of practices that strengthened one’s capacity to be a DCE lifted up the significance of 
modeling the Christ life: 
a. ‘Growing in compassion, perseverance, flexibility, patience, humility, transparency, wisdom, faithfulness, 

and integrity’ (14%); 
b. ‘Living as a servant leader who loves, forgives, and affirms the gifts of self & others’ (13%); and 
c. ‘Discerning God’s will and following it’ (11%).  

6. A final cluster of behaviors that strengthened a person’s capacity to be a DCE focused on equipping others: 
a. ‘Affirming and being affirmed by staff and laity’ (16%);  
b. ‘Developing servant leaders through equipping, empowering, and supporting’ (13%); and 
c. ‘Bringing a teaming sentiment to my work relationships’ (11%). 

 
Chart 6 – The Top Five Key Practices or Behaviors of Certified DCEs by the Eight Status Categories (n = 712) 

Note: The average percent of each of the eight status categories appears on the top in bold type. 

 
 
A Deeper Look By the Eight Status Categories of Certified DCEs 

1. Among the 20 practices that strengthened a person’s capacity to be a DCE, the one that was in the top three 
for all eight status categories was ‘Maintaining a consistent devotional and prayer life.’ 

2. Within each of the eight status categories, the following practice strengthened the highest percentage of 
certified DCEs:  
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Table 12 – Key Practices that Strengthened the Highest Percentage of Certified DCEs by Status Categories 

Status Category Key Practice 

Congregational DCE ‘Maintaining a consistent devotional and prayer life’ (41%) 

Non-congregational DCE ‘Maintaining a consistent devotional and prayer life’ (62%) 

Pastor ‘Maintaining a consistent devotional and prayer life’ (61%) 

Teacher/principal ‘Maintaining a consistent devotional and prayer life.’(64%) 

Other Commission Minister ‘Engaging in regular, open, collaborative communication with co-workers’ (41%) 

Candidate status ‘Engaging in regular, open, collaborative communication with co-workers’ (42%) 

Not on roster ‘Engaging in regular, open, collaborative communication with co-workers’ (40%) 

Retired ‘Maintaining a consistent devotional and prayer life’ (37%) 

 
3. While congregational DCEs naturally indicated all 20 of these behaviors to be strengthening, pastors only 

identified 10 behaviors.  Also somewhat surprising, pastors had very modest or non-existent responses to the 
importance of staff relationships and affirming/equipping laity. 

4. Although noted by congregational DCEs, non-congregational DCEs, and retirees, it appeared that certified 
DCEs were somewhat isolated from fellowshipping, serving, and learning from church workers both outside 
their own parish and outside of the LCMS.  

 
10. How long did the DCE envision serving as a parish DCE? 

1. A majority of certified DCEs (58%) expected to remain in a DCE position for their entire professional career. 
2. Not surprisingly, retired DCEs expected to stay in DCE ministry for their entire professional career, given that 

many of them became DCEs later in life.  Ironically, two thirds of those on candidate status also expected to 
remain in DCE ministry their entire career.  Those with the least expectation (40%) were teacher/principals.  

 
Chart 7 – Certified DCEs Who Expected to Stay in a DCE Position  

for Their Entire Professional Career by the Eight Status Categories (n = 779) 

 
 
11. Do DCEs perceive there is a career ladder for them to climb? 

1. Even though the concept of a career ladder was open to individual interpretation, sixty-one percent of the 
certified DCEs in this study indicated there was no such ladder.    
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2. Certified DCEs on candidate status was the only status category to affirm the existence of a DCE career ladder 
but only by the narrowest of percent (51%).   Teachers/principals were the least likely to perceive there was 
such a career ladder (26%). 

 
Chart 8 – Certified DCEs’ Perception Regarding a Career Ladder for DCEs by the Eight Status Categories (n = 760) 

 
 
 
12. If a person left DCE ministry, what were the major reasons for doing so? 

1. The three most prevalent reasons for leaving DCE ministry were: 
a. ‘I felt called to another ministry of the church, i.e. pastor, teacher/principal, OCM’ (77%); 
b. ‘I felt my gifts could best be used outside the church’s ministry’ (27%); and 
c. ‘I experienced staff conflict’ (23%); 

2. While the vast majority (77%) of those who left DCE for other ministries within the LCMS did so primarily out 
of a sense of calling to another way of service (pull themes), other prevalent reasons cited were: 
a. ‘I experienced staff conflict’ (23%); 
b. ‘I felt drained by the demands on me’ (20%); and 
c. ‘I desired to pursue graduate studies’ (20%). 

3. When reviewing the reasons certified DCEs cited for leaving DCE ministry, family-related reasons did not play a 
major role (i.e. ‘I left to become a full-time parent’ reflected only 10%). 

4. Among the five status categories of certified DCEs that left DCE ministry, their top three reasons in order of 
frequency included: 
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Table 13 – Certified DCEs’ Top Three Reasons for Leaving DCE Ministry by Five Status Categories 

Status Category Reason for Leaving 

Pastor Called to be a pastor; desire to pursue graduate studies; and staff conflict. 

Teacher/principal Called to classroom ministry; drained by demands; and staff conflict. 

Other Commissioned Minister  Called to another ministry of church; drained by demands; and graduate studies. 

Candidate Status  Staff conflict; felt lonely and isolated; and left to become full-time parent. 

Not on roster Staff conflict; drained by demands; and desire to pursue graduate studies. 

 
5. When asked “Would you consider returning to DCE ministry at some future point in your professional career?,” 

sixty-three percent of the certified DCEs no longer on the roster of the synod indicated “Yes.” 
 
13. How important is the capacity to steward oneself – spiritually, physically, intellectually, 

emotionally, and financially – to a long term career in DCE ministry?  

1. When certified DCEs were asked how important a sense of well-being or health was in five areas of their life 
in order to pursue a lifelong career as a DCE, there was an overwhelming affirmation of ‘Spiritual health’ 
(97%) and ‘Emotional health’ (92%).  The least important were ‘Physical health’ (68%) and ‘Financial health’ 
(58%).  

2. All of the status categories, except retirees, indicated that spiritual health was most important to a lifelong 
career as a DCE followed by emotional health.  Retired certified DCEs reversed the order citing emotional 
health as the most important. 

 

In Summary  
Phase I provided a mosaic of large groups of certified DCEs that generated various pictures of DCE ministry.  Not only 
were there the overall demographic snapshots of the age, gender, and race of 800 some DCEs but also how they were 
certified and how long they had been serving as a congregational DCE.  Eight different groupings (status categories) of 
certified DCEs, with distinctive career paths, emerged from the survey.  These 800 certified DCEs also clustered into 16 
different career path patterns, seven global career types, and 165 specific career types.  In addition, the report 
brought to light a host of generalizable perceptions regarding various aspects of a DCE’s career path. 
  
Given all of this information, what conclusions might be drawn?  Among the many, these 24 deserve special reflection:  

1. There appeared to have been five waves of DCEs in the past 50 years: early pioneers who were uncertified as 
DCEs (1950-1960s), those who were field certified in the middle or late stages of their career(1970s-1980s), the 
first generation of undergraduate training program graduates (1975-1985), the second generation of 
undergraduates (1986-1996), and the third generation which included an increasing number who were being 
certified through non-traditional means (1997-2007); 

2. Given the LCMS’s approach to defining those who were on its roster of public ministers, it was insightful to use 
these same eight classifications to describe the career paths of DCEs, i.e., certified DCEs who became pastors or 
who were on candidate status for rostered ministry, etc.  

3. Certified DCEs’ career paths appeared to be reducible to seven global types. 

4. While there was substantial variation in the specific career path types of certified DCEs, there was less variation 
in the settings in which they served.   

5. Those who trained to be a DCE followed through on that intention to serve a congregation, and if not, they 
usually pursued another ministry to the LCMS. 

6. Congregational DCE ministry was a lifelong career for a small but growing number of certified DCEs.  

7. Once a certified DCE left congregational ministry for another rostered ministry, that ministry, rather than DCE 
ministry, became his/her professional identity except for non-congregational DCEs.   

8. The senior pastor had a major professional impact, for positive or negative, on certified DCEs, as did team/staff 
relationships.  

9. When certified DCEs experienced a major crisis, it seemed to have had a major impact on their career path, 
usually resulting in a move to another parish or shifting out of congregational ministry.  

10. The majority of crises among certified DCEs tended to take place in the first decade of their service. 
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11. Individuals used a variety of non-traditional avenues to become certified as a DCE. 

12. A small but growing number of DCEs retired while serving as a congregational DCE. 

13. There was a difference between the career path of male and female certified DCEs, particularly as it related to 
career length, continuous service, and pursuit of an ongoing  church work career so that the longer a certified 
male DCE stayed in congregational ministry the fewer female peers he had. 

14. A critical factor in the growing number of married female DCEs who continued serving a congregation while 
raising a family was the parish’s flexibility regarding full and part-time service. 

15. The vast majority of certified DCEs had not experienced either a loss of their position due to budget constraints 
or a cutback in their program budget. 

16. There appeared to be a gross undervaluing of the importance of one’s physical and financial well-being among 
certified DCEs when describing the capacity to pursue a long-term career in DCE Ministry. 

17. The DCE internship was a significant factor in how and where a number of congregational DCEs began their 
career path.  

18. A pastoral vacancy did not appear to have a major professional impact on a certified DCE.  

19. A hunger for additional study, whether in a graduate, certificate or other continuing education program, had a 
major impact on a DCE’s career path, often launching them into a new ministry emphasis, i.e. pastor, family life 
director, etc. 

20. DCE certification provided numerous DCEs with a “gateway” to explore and/or transition into various other 
church-work-related professions.  

21. Very few certified DCEs chose to pursue religious education service in the military. 

22. Certified DCEs whose career path included “DCE and LCMS district/national executive” appeared to remain in a 
ministry of the synod rather than leaving roster status of the LCMS. 

23. When a certified DCE chose to leave congregational ministry, a higher percentage of male DCEs than females 
tended to remain in professional church-related roles because they had more ministry alternatives. 

24. Once certified as a DCE, there was a strong desire to do the work of a DCE even to the point of volunteering 
when there was no position available or one had retired. 

 
A Deeper Look by the Eight Status Categories of certified DCEs suggests: 

1. The absence of a call appeared to have little professional impact upon certified DCEs except for those on 
candidate status. 

2. Those certified DCEs whose future rested in school ministry tended either to transition out of congregational DCE 
ministry in their twenties or not serve in a DCE congregational position at all. 

3. There seemed to be three primary paths by which certified DCEs entered the pastoral ministry:  straight  after 
obtaining a bachelor degree; “tuning up” after serving as a congregational DCE; or migrating after moving from 
non-church-work, to a non-certified DCE position, to a certified DCE position, and finally to the pastoral office. 

4. A notable number of the certified DCEs who were not on the roster of the synod were “early transitionals.”  They 
never served as a congregational DCE, transitioned into marriage and raising a family after several years as a 
congregational DCE, entered another kind of full-time church-work, or struck out into non-church-related 
positions.  

5. Even though two-thirds of those certified DCEs no longer on synod’s roster indicated an openness to consider 
returning to DCE ministry at some future point in their professional career, there appeared to be no data to 
suggest that they were doing so, particularly if they were females.  

6. A substantial portion of those certified DCEs, who were on candidate status, expressed the most disappointment, 
pain and unsettledness related to their life as a DCE even as they expressed appreciation for their training as a 
DCE and their hope to return to that ministry. 
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Concluding Remarks 
Even with these general and more specific conclusions in mind, a summary of this magnitude bears three concluding 
remarks.  The first is simply a tribute.  Beyond the salute to the 29 certified DCEs who are now with the Lord Jesus and 
the several score who have now retired from active full-time public ministry, it is important to lift up once again the 
135 who had given at least 20 years of their professional career to serving congregations of the synod (To be noted 
also were the many who had served so well and so long in other ministries of the LCMS).   It is these 135 individuals 
(some 85 more did not participate in this study) who, during the pivotal developmental years of DCE ministry, served 
to give both an individual presence and face to the contribution that such a church worker could have to a 
congregation of the synod (The names of these individuals are in Appendix E of the full report). 
 
A second concluding remark:  It is important to pause and remember the nature of this kind of report.  As the caveats 
indicated, the findings and conclusions of this study were based upon a point-in-time “snap-shot” that froze a 
dynamic, fluid entity, namely the developing career paths of hundreds of DCEs.  Thus, the data upon which this report 
was based did not take into account emerging issues like the 

• impact on congregational budgets of the current financial recession gripping the United States of America and 
beyond; 

• launching of the Specific Ministry Pastor program (SMP) that provides a more appealing, simpler alternative 
route for male DCEs and others to become ordained pastors; 

• growing technological impact on how congregations do ministry, especially among children and youth; and 
• creating of a synod-wide professional organization called the National Association of Directors of Christian 

Education (NADCE). 
 
A final remark centers on the next steps of this Project.  The 2009 DCE Summit encouraged that Phase II and III be 
undertaken in the coming months and years.  The focus of phase II is to provide a more in-depth look at the career 
paths of those certified DCEs who have served in congregational DCE ministry for 13 years or more.  Phase III will focus 
on creating several resources that can benefit the preparation of DCEs, the mentoring of new graduates, as well as 
those doing DCE ministry on a day-to-day basis in the local congregation. 
 
As phase I of this project draws to a close, it is hoped that this initial report provides accurate, useful and thought-
provoking information and resource for those who equip DCEs, those who interpret and support DCEs nationally, and 
those who serve as DCEs throughout the LCMS.  Even more so, it is hoped that the LCMS, who brought this ministry 
function to the attention of congregations in 1959, continue to lift up and support those congregations, universities 
and church workers who are engaged in DCE ministry today and in the future.  
 
Meanwhile, as the next 50 years of DCE ministry unfolds, thousands of certified and uncertified Directors of Christian 
Education will continue to follow their Lord and Savior Jesus Christ into a host of ministry settings.  Among them will 
be the 600 plus certified DCEs whose current ministry focus will be the equipping of children, youth, parents and other 
lay leaders for sensitive, relevant and timely service in the name of Jesus.  May the Holy Spirit, who calls, enlightens 
and keeps us all in the one true faith, continue to edify and guide those full-time Ministers of the Gospel we salute as 
Directors of Christian Education.  To God alone be the glory! 
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Chart 9 – Snapshot of Phase I of the DCE Career Path Project 
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Dream

• 2007 DCE summit decided to do the oft discussed career path project
• Career path project team assembled
• Project purpose, goals, and phases conceptualized

Logistics

• Questions to be answered in Phase I clarified
• Phase 1 Questions to be asked through internet survey 
• Subjects for Phase I identified (1,753 certified DCEs)
• Viable email addresses surfaced (1,183)

Survey

• 162 item Phase I survey created
• Phase I survey field tested on Zoomerang 
• Phase I survey sent 
• 802 Phase I surveys received

Data 

• Survey data, comments, and career paths analyzed
• Sections of Phase I report conceptualized and drafted 
• Select findings of Phase I survey presented at national events
• Full Phase I report written and refined 

Reporting 

• Phase I Executive Summary sent to 1,183 survey invitees
• Mini-report of Phase I created and distributed
• Phase I report printed and distributed
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